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Claybrook Ascends to 
26th General District Court 
On March 13, Richard Allen Claybrook Jr. -
BC class of 1974 - was sworn in as Rockingham 
County's new 26th General District Court judge . 
Claybrook, 56, who was deputy commonwealth's 
attorney for Rockingham County, was appointed 
by the Virginia General Assembly on Feb. 28 to 
fill the seat of retiring Judge John Paul. 
Paul, who served as 26th District judge for 39 
years, noted Claybrook's "hard work, honesty and 
great sense of humor," and noted that he was a 
"great prosecutor." 
"I'm humbled to follow in his footsteps," said 
Claybrook. "It's a tremendous privilege, and I'm 
looking forward to it." 
Richard A. Claybrook. 74. is sworn in as a 26th District General District Court judge by Chief Judge W. Dale Houff, 72, on March J3 ,n Hamsonburg, Va. Kendall Craves, 7, holds the Bible of her great-grandfather, the late}udge Porter R. Craves Sr (Phctos byTommyThompson) 
Some 200 spectators and supporters filled the Rockingham County General District Court in Harrisonburg, Va., for the swearing­
in ceremony, which was conducted by Chief Judge William Dale Houff- himself a 1972 graduate of Bridgewater College. During the 
ceremony, 7-year-old Kendall Graves held the Bible that had belonged to her great-grandfather, the late Judge Porter R. Graves Sr. 
Claybrook, who said he became an attorney and a prosecutor in order to help people, told reporters at the ceremony that he 
wanted to be known as the judge who listens to people. 
"I think a lot of people walk away thinking they didn't get their day in court and the judge didn't listen," Claybrook said. "I don't 
want that to be my legacy." 
After graduating from Bridgewater, Claybrook earned his law degree in 1977 
from the University of Richmond Law School. He served on the staff of Virginia Gov. 
John N. Dalton and as Dalton's deputy director of the Virginia Liaison Office in Wash­
ington, D.C. In 1982 he opened a private law practice in Harrisonburg and, in 1984, 
became an assistant commonwealth's attorney for Rockingham County. 
Four years later Claybrook returned to private practice where he remained until 
1994, when he was appointed deputy commonwealth's attorney for Rockingham 
County. 
Claybrook's civic activities have included service as president of the Harrison­
burg-Rockingham Bar Association, the national chairman of the Bridgewater College 
Annual Fund, president of the Bridgewater Ruritan Club, chairman of the Republican 
committees of Harrisonburg and Rockingham County and chairman of the Planning 
Commission for the town of Broadway. ◄ CC 
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If you ever need to see a Macoma constrict a, an Asterias Forbes ii or a river otter with a fish in its mouth -
well, you need go no farther than Bridgewater College. 
It's Only Natural 
by Charles Culbertson 
A vast natural history collection that includes thousands of rare and valuable South Pacific 
sea shells, American Indian artifacts from the Ohio Valley, African game animals and preserved 
specimens of insects - some on the international endangered species list - has been donated to 
Bridgewater College. 
The collection was originally gathered and maintained at the James Madison University Life 
Science Museum from 1983 to 2001 by James K. Grimm, who taught zoology and entomology 
at JMU. The museum closed in 2001 due to space constraints and the collection was put into 
storage. It was acquired by the V irginia Agriculture and Nature Center Foundation and came 
to Bridgewater College through the Foundation's organizers, Ronald G. and Eugenia Latterner 
Nelson of McGaheysville, Va. 
The Nelsons are 1962 and 1963 graduates of Bridgewater College. 
Among the items contained in the collection are some 5,000 specimens of butterflies, moths 
and insects from 52 countries; 500 separate collections of South Pacific sea shells; American 
Indian tools and grindstones from the Ohio Valley; and stuffed African game animals that were 
originally part of the "Frank Bennett Safari Collection" at Lynchburg College. 
Bridgewater College has begun cataloging and photographing the collection and has placed 
some items on display on the first floor of the McKinney Center for Science and Mathematics. 
The sea-shell collection has been sorted, labeled, photographed and uploaded to Bridgewater's 
Web site at www.bridgewater.edu/naturalhistory. 
Parts of the collection, such as the African game animals, are in poor condition, but will be 
restored as resources become available. Some of the animals that will receive restoration include 
a Cape buffalo, a deer being attacked by a mountain lion, an antelope, an ibex and a boar's head. 
"Collections of this sort are a rare and important addition to a biology program at any 
school, not to mention a small liberal arts school such as Bridgewater," said Edgar B. Lickey, an 
assistant professor of biology at BC who is 
helping to oversee the collection. "It has 
great educational potential, not just for our 
students, but for researchers at other insti­
tutions who are studying species diversity. 
"Collections of this sort are a rare and important addition to a biology 
program at any school, not to mention a small liberal arts school such 
as Bridgewater." - Dr. Edgar Lickey 
"This resource," he continued, "will 
add a new dimension to our program and 
further strengthen the department's academic mission." 
Two alumni - Julia Stutzman and Wesley Hedrick, both class of 2008 - are working as cura­
torial assistants to clean and organize the collection, as well as build the Web site. 
FtlOTOS COURTESY OF EDGAR LICKEY 
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Five Honored on Alumni Weekend Five Bridgewater College alumni were honored April 17 and 18 as part of the College's annual Alumni Weekend celebration. 
Dr. L. Daniel Burtner, '50, of Keezletown, Va., and Betty Halterman Kline, '55, of Bridgewater, Va., received the 2009 Ripples Society Medals at the annual banquet of the Ripples Society. The Ripples Society comprises alumni who gradu­ated from the College 50 or more years ago. The class of 1959 was inducted into the Society on April 17. During the Alumni Banquet on April 18, the 2009 West-Whitelow Award for Humanitarian Service was presented to Dr. 
Byron A. Brill, '69, of Strasburg, Va. The West-Whitelow Award was established in 2002 to recognize exceptional humanitarian 
Betty Halterman Kline Dr. L, Daniel Burtner service as demonstrated by the late Naomi
Miller West, '29, and Carlyle Whitelow, '59, who received the first awards in 2003. 
Col. James H. Benson Sr., '65, of Gainesville, Ga., received the 2009 Distin­guished Alumni Award, and the 2009 Young Alumni Award was presented to Jeffrey 
K. Miller, '93, of Alexandria, Va. ◄ CC
UR President Delivers Bridgewater Commencement 
Dr. Byron A. Bnll Jeffrey K Miller Col. James H. Benson Sr. 
Dr. Edward Ayers, noted American historian and president of the University of Richmond, delivered the 2009 commencement address, "Graduating in Unusual Times," at Bridgewater College on May 17. 
Dr. Edward Ayers 
Nearly 300 seniors received degrees at the commencement exercises, which took place on the campus mall. The Rev. Dr. Jeffrey Carter, '92, pastor of the Manassas (Va.) Church of the Brethren, delivered the message at the baccalaureate service in Nininger Hall. He spoke on "Think and Do What Is Right." In July 2007, Edward Ayers assumed the presidency of the University of Richmond. Previously Dean of Arts and Sciences at the University of Virginia, where he began teaching in 1980, Ayers was named the National Professor of the Year by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching in 2003. A historian of the American South, Ayers has written and edited 10 books. The Promise of the New South: Life 
After Reconstruction was a finalist for both the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize. In the Presence of Mine 
Enemies: Civil War in the Heart of America won the Bancroft Prize for distinguished writing in American history and the Beveridge Prize for the best book in English on the history of the Americas since 1492. A pioneer in digital history, Ayers created "The Valley of the Shadow: Two Communities in the American Civil War," a Web site that has attracted millions of users and won major prizes in the teaching of history. Ayers has received a presidential appointment to the National Council on the Humanities, served as a Fulbright professor in the Netherlands, and been elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. Jeffrey Carter, after graduating from Bridgewater, worked on Capitol Hill for the Church of the Brethren Washington Office. Entering ministerial life in 1993, Carter served the Florin Church of the Brethren in Florin, Pa., and then the Manassas Church of the Brethren. In 1995 he married the former Kimberly Flora, a 1994 graduate of Bridgewater. Carter graduated from Bethany Theological Seminary in 1998 and was ordained in the Church of the Brethren. In 2006 he gradu­ated from Princeton Theological Seminary with a Doctor of Ministry degree with a focus in hermeneutics. Carter serves the Manassas community as the lead chaplain for the Prince William County Department of Fire and Rescue, repre­sents the Church of the Brethren to the World Council of Churches, is a member of the Annual Conference Standing Committee and is a regular guest speaker at special events, conferences and retreats. ◄ CC 4 BRIDGEWATER 
One of Bridgewater College's most beloved professors was Dr. John W Martin Jr., who taught in the chemistry depart­ment from 1961 until his retirement in 1985. Efforts are under way to establish an endowment to honor his memory, expertise as a teacher and "exceptional caring and mentoring for students." Martin was born in Hagerstown, Md., and graduated cum laude from BC in 1944. He earned his BS in pharmacy from the Medical College of Virginia in 1949 and his Ph.D. in pharmaceutical chemistry from the University of North Carolina in 1952. From 1952-61, Martin was profes­sor of pharmaceutical chemistry at Butler University in Indianapolis, Ind. In 1961 he joined the faculty at BC as professor of chemistry. He also was department chair. On Aug. 1, 1987 -just two years after he retired - Martin passed away, shortly after undergoing heart surgery. However, Martin left a broad legacy at Bridgewater, and beyond. In addition to serving on many committees at the College, including then-President Wayne F. Geisert's Council on Administration, Mar­tin worked tirelessly to encourage students to attend graduate schools in science and medicine. He also directed the National Science Foundation's summer programs for top high-school scholars. Outside of Bridgewater, Martin was awarded a Fulbright fellowship grant to lecture at the University of Assiut in Egypt for the 1965-66 academic year, and in 1970-71 he did post-doctoral work at the University of London. In 1986, following his retirement from Bridgewater, Martin took the post of director of the Brethren Colleges Abroad program in Cheltenham, England. "His students recognized his special caring and to this day appreciate his at­tention to them and their future life after Bridgewater," said Beverly S. Butterfield, vice president for institutional advance­ment at BC. "He was loved by his students even if he didn't give them a good grade. A colleague professor once said, 'When I failed a student, the student blamed me. When Dr. Martin failed a student, they still loved him!"' As efforts began to raise money to fund the new endowment to honor Mar­tin, former students came forward to share their memories of the man BC's President Phillip C. Stone called "one of the Bridge­water Greats." "Dr. Martin was a favorite professor be­cause of his genuine concern for me person­ally as well as my career goals. He was a very sincere person -a great professor and always willing to knd an ear, regardless of my concern." -Dr. Doug Smith, '73 "He kept me on course and provided the enthusiasm and inspiration that I needed to persist and ulti­mately succeed in the courses. Without this encouragement and enthu­siasm, I am not sure that I would have." -Dr. GlennBarnhart, '73,College Trustee1'l. positive and caring approach to teaching ... straightfor­ward, no nonsense goals to chalknge each student. His philosophy was that we could accomplish whatever we wanted -just go top it!" -Dr. John Carpenter, '77 "My memories of Dr. Martin include his passi-On for teaching, his sense of caring that his students be successful and his great sense of humor." -Patricia Riddel Early, '65 Fundraising efforts are in progress, and contributions are being sought Anyone wanting to donate toward this new initia­tive to honor Dr. Martin may do so by con­tacting Steve Young, associate vice president for individual gifts, 540-8 28-5636, or by e-mail: syoung@bridgewater.edu.SPRINGISUMMER2009 5 
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Four Feted at Founder's Day Ceremony 
Bridgewater College celebrated the anniversary of its founding in an April 7 ceremony that saw the presentation of teaching 
awards to two faculty members and leadership awards to two seniors. 
Recognized for their teaching were Dr. Verne E. Leininger, associate professor of mathematics, and Dr. Philip T. Spickler, 
Verne E. Le1nmger Philip T Spickler 
associate professor of physics. Leininger received the Ben and Janice Wade Outstand­
ing Teaching Award, and Spickler received the Martha B. Thornton Faculty Recogni­
tion Award. Two seniors, Nicole M. Engel of Manassas, Va., and Rea T. Williams III of 
Bumpass, Va., received Outstanding Leadership Awards. 
The Wades established the award that bears their name in 1998 to recognize excel­
lence in classroom teaching. Ben Wade taught religion and served as executive assistant 
to the president and provost at Bridgewater from 1979-85. 
The Thornton Award, established in 1990 by Dr. Martha B. T hornton, professor 
of religion emerita at Bridgewater, honors 
faculty who "provide caring concern for students well beyond the role as teacher." 
Founder's Day honors Daniel Christian Flory who, in 1880, began a new school at 
Spring Creek, Va., "to aid young men and women to secure a good, practical education 
and fit them for a higher sphere of usefulness." The school moved to Bridgewater in 
1882 and became Bridgewater College in 1889. 
The observance of Founder's Day began in 1920 as a commemoration of Flory's 
birth on April 3, 1854. ◄ CC Nicole M Engel Rea T Williams Ill 
President Phillip C. Stone helped commemorate the 20rl' anniversary of Abraham 
Lincoln's birth on Feb. 72 with presentat10ns at Eastern Mennonite High School m 
Harrisonburg, Va., and at the Lmcoln Cemetery on U.S. 42 six miles north of Harrison­
burg. He is pictured above at the cemetery, where an estimated 200 people gathered 
to hear him talk about "Lincoln, Obama and the American Presidency." lnterviewmg 
Stone ror WHSV-TV3' is David Johnson. Phcto by Allen Litten 
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Mimi Knight, ass1stant to the director of riding at Bridgewater, was honored in a 
special ceremony in February ror her 73' years of devoted service to the College. Knight, 
who came to the College in 7996, has also served as associate dean ror student devel­
opment, assistant professor of health and physJCal education, head coach of women's 
tennis and assistant coach of volleyball. She helped begm the BC equestrian program in 
7999 and served as the liJculty adviser ror the nding team until 2009. Knight, who was 
honored by the board of trustees with a resolution of appreciation, retired at the end of 
the academic year Photo byTommyThompsoo 
ACROSStkMALL 1lftft 
Perdue Headlines Scott Symposium 
With the actions of companies such as insurance giant AIG coming under 
heavy fire in recent months, the issue of business integrity has risen to the fore­
front of public debate. One of the nation's leading executives - James Perdue, 
chairman of the board and CEO of Perdue Farms - addressed "The Lasting Value 
of Values: Investing in Quality, Integrity and Trust" at Bridgewater College on 
March 26 as the central feature of the 2009 Scott Symposium on Business Ethics. 
Perdue's talk provided insights into his belief that "business models and 
environments may change, as we are seeing today, but if decisions are guided by 
consistent values, a company will be able to adapt and continue to provide lasting 
value to its shareholders, customers and communities." 
Perdue Farms Inc. is one of the nation's leading poultry companies. The 
Perdue brand is the number-one brand of premium chicken in the Eastern United 
States. With annual sales in excess of $4.1 billion, Perdue is ranked as the third 
largest poultry company in the U.S., providing food and agricultural products and 
services to customers in more than 50 countries. 
The Scott Symposium on Business Ethics is named in honor of former vice 
president for institutional advancement Charles H. Scott and his father, the late 
Harvey H. Scott, who served on the College's Board of Trustees for more than 30 
years. The symposium was developed to provide training for Bridgewater College 
students who are emerging leaders and future participants in the workplace. 
The goal of the symposium is to foster and encourage a strong foundation 
of morals and ethics so students may integrate into the world and face challenges 
easily. ◄ CC 
Photo byTomm;Thompson 
► James I. Robertson, one of the most distinguished names in
the study of CJVil War h istory and a lecturer and writer of national 
acclaim, focused on "Lincoln the Man" at the {1nh annual 
symposium of The Un coin Society of Virginia at Bridgewater 
College on April 21, The symposium was part of the celebration of 
Un coin's 200th birthday year 
"Over the years, Americans have moved steadily toward deifying 
Abraham Lincoln," said Robert son, an Alumni Dist inguished 
Professor at Virginia Tec h "That may be good, but I think 1t 
sh rouds a man who fought a host of human adver sities in 
becoming our most respected president_" 
Robertson's talkemphastzed the human side of Lincoln and 
explored why and how he felt about life, the Civil War and slavery 
Photo by Ben Wyrick 
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Larry Taylor with Dorothy Maddison 
Tom Noe 
Morie Curie Takes to BC Stage 
T he music for Marie Curie - a cycle of 12 songs for piano and soprano that celebrates 
both the scientist's remarkable personal life and the human quest for theoretical and practical 
knowledge of the world- was composed by Dr. Larry Taylor, associate professor of music at 
Bridgewater College. 
Written by Tom Noe of South Bend, Ind., Marie Curie was performed at the College in 
March by Taylor, with soprano Dorothy Maddison in the title role. Ralph MacPhail Jr., pro­
fessor of communication studies, theater and English, emeritus, staged the production. 
T he songs describe important events in Marie Curie's life including her arrival in Paris 
as a student, her falling in love with scientist Pierre Curie and her discovery of radium. Other 
songs touch on Curie's subsequent research on radioactive substances, her winning two Nobel 
Prizes for chemistry and physics and her death at age 66 from radiation poisoning. 
In addition to Marie Curie, Taylor has arranged and performed accompaniments on or­
gan for the silent films T he Gold Rush and One Week, and serves as organist and choirmaster 
at Luray United Methodist Church. In 2007, the church's choir presented the premiere of the 
Christmas cantata Let Us Go To Bethlehem, another Noe/Taylor collaboration. 
Taylor teaches organ, piano, music theory and the history of American music. ◄ CC 
Photos courtesy cf Ralph C MacPhail Jr. and Tom Noe 
Despite Tough Economy, BC Experiences 
Successes 
Despite a national economy in turmoil, Bridgewater College is experienc­
ing an increase in applications and deposits over last year, strong giving and no 
decrease in scholarships or financial aid. 
Current applications stand at a 34 percent increase over applications at 
this time in 2008, according to Linda Stout, director of enrollment operations. 
Stout also indicated that the number of students who have paid their deposits, 
which holds their place in the class, has surpassed last year's numbers as well. 
Karen Wigginton, vice president for college relations, noted that the in­
crease in applications and deposits indicate an ongoing need for and support of 
the educational mission of Bridgewater College. 
Bev Butterfield, vice president for institutional advancement, noted that 
charitable giving remains solid. T he College's capital campaign to raise $40 
million for endowed scholarships, academic enhancement, facilities improvements, laboratories, equipment 
and information technology, and the Bridgewater Fund, has reached 83 percent of its goal. 
T he Every Student, One Commitment Campaign for Bridgewater College was launched in the fall of 
2004 and will extend through 2010. According to Butterfield, "two of the best three fundraising years the 
college has ever had have been during this campaign." She said that progress is being made and noted that 
there have been several very generous estate gifts. In addition, cash receipts have more than doubled over 
this time last year. 
"Despite the difficult economy, Bridgewater donors have continued giving, for which the College is ex­
tremely grateful," said Butterfield. "In this time of increased financial need by students and their families, it is 
vital that the campaign goals are accomplished." 
Wigginton added that tough economic times have had no effect on the number of scholarships or amount of 
financial aid at BC. In some cases, she noted, the money available for some scholarships has actually risen. ◄ CC 8 BRIDGEWATER 
BC Riders Win ODAC 
Championship 
Bridgewater College riders won the 2009 ODAC 
Championship on April 10 at Hollins University, edging 
Sweet Briar College for the title. Two BC riders also won 
honors at the IHSA National Show on April 25. 
The Eagles finished with 16 points, followed by Sweet 
Briar with 14 and Randolph Macon with 13. Hollins was 
fourth with 10 points while Washington and Lee with nine 
and Lynchburg with four points rounded out the scoring. 
The title was the second for the Eagles in the past three 
years. 
Patti Ann Thornton, '09, was named ODAC Rider of 
the Year for the second straight year. She posted an event­
high average of 88.25 on Equitation Over Fences. 
Freshman Kailey Williams, '12, was named the ODAC 
Rookie Rider of the Year, averaging 77.875 in Equitation 
Over Fences. 
Bridgewater's Sarah Irvine was named ODAC Coach 
of the Year. 
Thornton and Williams were named to the All-ODAC 
Equestrian team along with sophomore Chelsea Hames, 
'11. 
Additionally, Thornton placed fourth in the Open Eq-
ACROSStkMALL 1lftft 
The title-winning BC equestrian team: On horseback, from 
left to right, are Kailey Williams, Emily Woleck, Chelsea 
Hames and Patti Ann Thornton. Pictured in front are head 
riding coach Sarah Irvine (left) and assistant to the director 
of ndmg Ashley Tantawi-Mayes. 
Courtesy cf Old Dominioo AthleticConference 
uitation on the Flat at the IHSA National Show at the Miller Coliseum in Murfreesboro , Tenn. 
At the same show, sophomore Jaime Robinson, '11, placed fourth in the walk-trot-canter 
division. ◄ CC 
BELOW- Students from the sculpture class in Bridgewater College's 
art department created a 60-square-foot, 8-foot tall sculpture of the 
New York City sky/me made out of donated canned foods. The cans 
c ompnsmg the sculpture were donated to the Blue Ridge Area Food 
Bank in Verona, Va. The sculpture was on display at the Beverley 
Street Galleries in Staunton from Apni 24-May 7 
Pictured here with the sculpture (from left) are creators Courtney 
Hartman, Jill Wattai, Alex Soler, Deng Mawut and Michael 
Hough, assooate professor of art at BC and adviser for the project. 
(Not pictured is Rebecca Downs) 
Phcto by Debra Sheffer 
Meet the Trustees 
by Karen Doss Bowman, '91 THE REV. LAWRENCE M. JOHNSON, '75 For Larry Johnson, '75, the seeds of a calling into ministry were planted during his years as a student at Bridgewater. Though he was only one of about 17 other Catholic students on campus at the time, Johnson felt encouragement from fellow students and faculty to embrace his religious heritage, an ecumenical background that includes a Presbyterian mother and a Catholic father. "What I found at Bridgewater were people of faith, especially Christian people of faith, who challenged me that if I was going to identify myself as a Catholic, then do something about it," says Johnson, who was ordained into the Roman Catholic priesthood in 1983, after earning a mas­ter of divinity degree from St. Mary's Seminary and University. "To live it and be it and develop it and know it ... No one put pressure on me to be anything other than what I was." Living and learning at Bridgewater was a positive experience for the Timonium, Md., native, who joined the College's board of trust­ees in 1994. The College's liberal arts focus, for example, meant that Johnson was exposed to a wide range of subjects through general education courses. During his first two years at Bridgewater, "I wanted to major in every course I took," he jokes, noting that ultimately he chose sociol­ogy. "The liberal arts curriculum gave me wide exposure to things I otherwise may never have learned. It also gave me great opportuni­ties for leadership and the opportunity to be mentored by people in a variety of fields." The broad-based nature of his education prepared him well for his current position as director of pastoral care for Stella Maris-a pro­vider of long-term care, hospice and housing for the elderly. He leads a team of chaplains, community clergy and volunteers who minister to about 1,300 residents and their families, as well as more than 800 employees. Johnson also is executive director of the AIDS Interfaith Network of Central Maryland, an advocacy and referral agency serving people who have HIV and AIDS, along with their families and caregivers. He also serves on the board of directors of Good Samaritan Hospital and the Good Samaritan Housing Corp. A past president of the Bridgewater College Alumni Association and past chair of Bridgewa­ter's Annual Fund Committee, Johnson received the College's Young Alumnus Award in 1992. During more than 25 years in ministry, Johnson says he is grateful for the opportunity to be a part of people's lives during "critical, formative times." Not unlike the connectedness he felt as a student at Bridgewater, Johnson's ministry has allowed him to form strong bonds with families living in the neighborhoods surrounding his hometown. ''After being in ministry and priesthood this long, you kind of become the family priest," John­son says. "There are some families where I've buried the grandparents and married their children and baptized their grandchildren. It's a great opportunity to be part of people's lives over the long term." 10 BRIDGEWATER 
DR. MICHAEL KYLES, '72 While Bridgewater's trustees usually make a quiet entrance to campus for the annual spring and fall board meetings, Michael Kyles, '72, thunders into town on his Boss Hoss cycle-a brand equipped by the same VS motors found in Chevy muscle cars and described on the company's Web site as a "monster on two wheels." Passionate about his motorcycle, Kyles lights up as he describes his current bike, with a Corvette VS engine packing more than 400 horsepower. "If you put wings on it," he boasts, "I'm pretty sure I could get it up in the sky." For Kyles, riding his motorcycle provides a much-needed diversion from his work as an or­thopedic surgeon on the medical staff of Halifax Regional Hospital in South Boston, Va. A 197 5 graduate of the Medical College of Virginia in Richmond, Kyles specialized in spine surgery before joining the general orthopedics practice of MacCarthy, Sparks and Kyles Orthopedics last year. Kyles' career spanning three decades has included clinical positions in Virginia, Kansas and Oklahoma City, as well as faculty appointments in orthopedic surgery at Medical College of Virginia, McGuire Veterans Hospital and Oklahoma State University. Other notable positions include serving stints as chief of orthopedic surgery and chief of general surgery at Metropolitan Hospital in Richmond; medi­cal director of the Stuart Circle Hospital Return to Work Program; director of the Commonwealth Industrial Treatment Center; and co-director of Metropolitan Hospital's Center for Pain Control. Kyles is a board-certified independent medical examiner for the American Academy of Disability Evaluating Physicians. Kyles credits Bridgewater's strong science departments for preparing him for medical school. Everything from rigorous academics to small class sizes and close student-professor interaction created an environment of learning that helped him succeed and complete medical school in just three years, he says. "My first year in medical school was a breeze. It was basically a review session Michael Kyles of science courses at Bridgewater," says Kyles, who joined the College's board of trustees in 1996. "That year, I made honors on every test. It's not that I was that much smarter than everyone else -I had that information before, and it was a review." Bridgewater also is a special place for Kyles because it's where he met and fell in love with his wife, Deborah Dandridge Kyles, '72, who is an administrator for Richmond Public Schools. The couple's son, Michael Kyles II, graduated from Bridgewater in 2003 and is a teacher in Richmond. As a trustee, Kyles hopes to spread the good will he feels from his own positive experiences at the College and to support the mission of a liberal arts education. Having the opportunity to study subjects outside of the sciences, such as history, religion and philosophy, he says, have made him a better person who can relate to patients from diverse backgrounds. "It's important to be a well-rounded person instead of an egghead who just knows science," Kyles says. "From the standpoint that I take care of people as a physician, it's a big edge to be able to talk to people on different levels and across different cultures." SPRING I SUMMER 2009 11 
0 n April 3, BC Preadenr Phillip C. Srone announced he would retire at the md of the 2009-2010 academicye:,r. 
Stone was inmgurated as the seventh president of Bridgewater College on Aug. 1, 1994. 
The news swiftly made its W'Zf across cmipus as Stone sent out a pE!'son� message in an e-mail to faallty, 
st:,ff and students. 
"It i s  with bitter-sweet emotions that I announce that I will retire from the presidency of the College, effective June 30, 
201 0," noted Stone in his letter to the campus. '1"he feelings :,re bitter because I shill so sorely miss being involved in the life 
a this wonderful campus comrrunity. The sweet p:ut of my deciaon is the opportunity to have more time for my family, in­
dudingmy four wonderful gr:mdchildIEn; reading: Lincoln rese:ud!; travel; :md, especially, spmdingmore time in Germany 
where my wife and I have an ap:utrnent." 
Stone thanked College employees and students for their frimdship over the ye:us and noted that being a p:,rt of the lives 
a BC students "has enrid!ed my life beyond measure." 
J:unes L. Keeler, chairman of the ill:idge.vater College Bo:ud of Trustees, noted that when Stone became preadmt, the 
trustees had great exped:ations for his leadership and for the College. 
"fut no one could have 3Ppreciated how fortunate we were when he a€Jeed to serve Bridgewater in this most important 
role," soid Keeler. "As chair a the trustees' Leng-Range Planning Comnittee, he authored the College's Str:ll�c Plan and 
thm worked tirelessly to achieve its goals :,lter hebec:une president. His leadership roles in the Cliurch of the BrE!lu:en trans­
lated into a unique under standing a the churd!' s joint heritage with the College and he has maint:ained those strong ties." 
According to Keeler, a nation� se:arch will be conduaed to identify Stone's successor. The sel!ch comnittee consists of 
the Hon. G. Steven Agee, '74, Willi:un E:uh:ut, '66, Dr. Mid!ael K .  Kyles, '72, the Rev. Judy Mills Reimer, Robert I. Stdzrnan, 
'83, J :unes H. Wal,h, '68, W. Steve Watson Jr., J :unes L. 'Wilkerson, '68, and Kathy G. 'Wright, '81. 
Born in Bassett, Va., Stone attended the University of Chicago Gradu:ne School of Economics and received a law degree 
fran the Univeraty of Vir@nia. After 24 ye:,rs of law prad:ice with the H:urisonburg, Va., law firm of Wh:uton, Aldhizer & 
Weaver, Stone acc,pted the invitation to becomepreadmt of ill:idgewater College. 
Dwing his tmure aspreadent, Stone-a menber of the BC class of 1965 -has a,ersem great progress and expansion in 
:all :ueas of campus life, induding undergradu:ne progr:un growth, a ne:uly doubling of enrollment, and facility :md ted!nol­
ogy expanaon. Under his@ridance, the College implemented its signature Person:al Development Portfolio (PDP) program, 
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elevated the quality of its faculty and staff and 
secured its financial underpinnings through 
the current Every Student, One Commitment Campaign for Bridgewater College. 
Stone has held leadership positions in the 
Virginia State Bar, the Virginia Bar Association 
and other legal societies. In 1997, he served 
as president of the Virginia Bar Association. He has chaired the Virginia State Bar Commit­
tee on Ethics and its Disciplinary Board. He 
has been president or chairman of several bar 
groups. 
Stone has been a Bridgewater College 
Trustee since 1975. He has also served on the 
Board of Rockingham Memorial Hospital in 
Harrisonburg for nine years, serving five years 
as chairman. He was appointed by Governor 
Mark Warner to the Commonwealth Trans­
portation Board from 2002-05. He served 
as moderator of the Church of the Brethren 
Annual Conference from 1990-91, the highest 
elected office of the denomination. Previously, 
he was chairman of the General Board of the 
Church of the Brethren. 
Stone is chairman of the Commission on 
Colleges of the Southern Association of Col­
leges and Schools (SACS) and has served as a 
trustee of the accrediting organization since 
2007. He also serves as chairman of the SACS 
Executive Council. 
He has also been active in the NCAA 
as chair of the NCAA III Presidents Coun-
cil (2004-06) and has served on a number 
of the organization's committees, including 
Audit, Executive and Special Committee on 
Executive Authority. From 2005-06 he was a 
member of the NCAA Presidential Task Force 
on the Future of Division I Intercollegiate 
Athletics. 
Stone has taken an active role in local 
historical groups and annually conducts a 
ceremony at the local Lincoln Cemetery to 
commemorate the birth of Abraham Lincoln. 
Stone also is founder of The Lincoln Society 
of Virginia and serves on the advisory board 
of the National Abraham Lincoln Bicentennial 
Commission, as well as the advisory board of 
The Lincoln Forum. 
Stone and his wife, Cherrill Kline Stone, 
'66, have four children, all of whom are 
graduates of Bridgewater College. 
The President's Letter 
�'" d��=,� 
It is with bitter-sweet emotions that I announce that I will retire from the presidency of 
the College, effective June 30, 2010. That will mark the completion of my sixteenth year 
in office. 
The feelings are bitter because I shall so sorely miss being involved in the life of this 
wonderful campus community. Because I have loved my work and I care so deeply for 
the College, its students, faculty, staff and alumni, these years have been a time of joy and 
fulfillment. Knowing that I will not be actively engaged in the day-to-day activities of the 
College is a cause of genuine sadness. 
The "sweet" part of my decision is the opportunity to have more time for my family, 
including my four wonderful grandchildren; reading; Lincoln research; travel; and, espe­
cially, spending more time in Germany, where my wife and I have an apartment. Hiking, 
biking and good Bavarian food are always a treat for us. 
It has been such a pleasure to serve in this position during a time in which the Col­
lege has achieved many successes. We have experienced excellence across the board. Our 
students have been admitted to outstanding graduate and professional schools; faculty 
members have produced significant scholarship, presented scholarly papers and published 
books. We have recruited an outstanding faculty. The arts have flourished and co-curricu­
lar opportunities have expanded. 
In athletics, we have made multiple appearances in NCAA tournaments, won confer­
ence championships in several sports, and developed new programs: women's soccer, 
women's track and field, swimming and equestrian. We played for a national champi­
onship in football, a sport in which we had struggled for most of our history. We have 
produced multiple academic and athletic all-Americans, coaches-of-the-year and players-of­
the-year in the ODAC and other venues. 
We have built a science building, a wellness center and an apartment building. Major 
renovations, especially Bowman Hall, have been accomplished. Enrollment has grown 
dramatically from fewer than 900 students in 1994 to over 1,500, and plans are now under 
review for possible expansion to 1,800 students. We have become more diverse as we have 
grown. 
We developed our nationally recognized Personal Development Portfolio program (PDP), revised general education and took other steps to make sure our liberal arts educa­
tion continues to be effective and fulfilling. 
Our endowment grew to more than $60 million. As with all other schools - and indi­
viduals - the current economic crisis has taken a toll, but our endowment remains strong. 
In the last several years, we have experienced some of the best operating results in the his­
tory of the College. 
You deserve the credit for all that has been accomplished during these years. I am truly 
grateful to have been here to participate in your successes. 
The additional buildings, the increased beautification of the campus, the larger enroll­
ment and the improved financial condition of the College, as important as they are, do not 
instill in me nearly the pleasure that I take from the friendships formed, the opportunity to 
be a colleague of such wonderful faculty and staff and for the privilege of learning to know 
personally so many of our students. The opportunity to be a part of the lives of Bridgewa­
ter College students has enriched my life beyond measure. 
Thank you for the friendship all of you have extended to Cherrill and me. We can 
never adequately express our appreciation to you for your having permitted us to be a part 
of this special community. 
More than a year remains before my departure. There is still much to be done, includ­
ing the search for my successor. I will do everything I can to make sure that the transition 
is smooth. I expect to work at full speed until my last day in office. I seek your continued 
support and friendship so that no time is lost in our joint pursuit of the community of 
excellence. 
With deep affection and appreciation to all of you, 
President 
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What happens when 
you combine a
9.0 earthquake 
and 12BC 
students? 14 BRIDGEWATER by Charles Culbertson 
AOOVE LEF1: l>iewof /he Peoce/.odgeO/ lo AJzW01«((XlsGordeos, shor6y ofl<r o 9.0 eorlhquomrodoed 11>ecoun«y of 
Cos/0/oro on/on. 8 .  l?-.isshotshcw, lhelilesof lhelodge� roofjumbled Kmdom;nos. AOOVERIGH1: Po\/r,gs/Ones on 
0 bridge al the i,rotufol� ore jumbled by lhetremor. ftt)JCl>a:u.ru,sva o-wtl:SFl9SAAOM,WIMOOTlAAO 
A
group of 12 foreign-language 
students from Bridgewater College 
caught in a devastating earthquake 
n Costa Rica on Jan. 8 hacked its 
way out of a jungle to provide assistance to 
locals and some 400 trapped international 
travelers. 
Dr. Charles P. Fleis, assistant professor of 
foreign languages at BC, and his students were 
in Costa Rica to study language and to learn 
about Costa Rican life and Latin American 
culture. The gra.tp was based in San Jose, the 
country's capital, until its return to Bridgewa­
ter College on Jan. 29. Group members lived 
with local families. 
On Jan. 8, Fleis and his students began the 
day with a coffee plantation tour and a hike 
through a cloud forest in the mountains of Ala­
juela province. At La Paz Waterfalls, the group 
ate lunch, lounged, swam in the river and tock 
photographs. Fleis had just called the group 
out of the waterfall area to the tour bus when 
the earthquake hit. 
'"Hit' is an appropriate word because it 
felt like someone pushed you off your feet," 
said Fleis, who noted that they were at the 
epicenter of the 9.0 quake. "There was a great 
deal of shaking. Rocks tumbled, trees shook 
and broke, there were landslides, and the 
banks of the falls collapsed. This earth rushed 
down the river and took out the bridge which 
we had just crossed." 
A guide and a Waterfalls Gardens Park 
employee used machetes to blaze a new trail 
'' They offered their shelters to others and were in good spirit s 
all night, even though no one slept because of the tremors, the 
cold and the rain.'' -Dr. CbarlesFleis
SPRINGISUMMER2009 15 
AF/Er hi long out of /he jungle BC students and /heir o<!liser; Dr. Oiorles ReiS, romped; n /he porldng lo/ of the Peace Lodge and helped s orne 
ol d>e400 other eorthqucteviaims mof:etents ondbuild fifes. Her� the 8C coolir,genthas used lhepoper from ost:udmt's shreddedl/lKJfK­
bookto build o rornpF;re LEF1r0 /IIGHr: ;.r. Ch<Se, MOIi fyrnon,Jenno Conl<!Stobi/e, LouroA/dstodt Christino Perovo/, Fleis, C orrnen Moye: 
Stephen Crou;eand ArnandoOudand. 
out of the jungle, since the incoming trail had 
been wiped away, 
"While the quake and its aftershocks con­
tinued - there were more than 1,100 of them 
before 11 o' dock that night - we hurriedly 
dimbed over landslides, fallen trees and several 
other impediments," Fleis said. "Finally, we 
arrived at the top of the mountain, where the 
Springs Resort is located, and we had to make 
an impr omptu camp in the parking lot, 
"The buildings," he continued, "were no 
longer safe, and there were so many tremors 
that no one knew if there could be an other 
large quake," 
According to Aeis, the BC students "kept 
their calm, their humor and their good spir-
16 BRIDGEWATER 
its," and pitched in to help more than 400 
trapped international tourists and locals, He 
said the students helped make tents from tarps 
in the tour vans, gathered rocks for fire pits 
and wood for fires, and made saambled and 
hardboiled eggs for the people aramd them, 
They also helped dear an area for helicopter 
landings, 
"They did most of the work for the 200-
plus people in our camp," Fleis said, "They 
offered their shelters to others and were in 
good spirits all night, even though no one slept 
because of the tremors, the cold and the rain," 
Fleis said there was no passage out, One 
road had been obliterated by the water from 
a dam that had burst, and the others had been 
A form roodisoblitero/Edbyo/ondsKde/oNolAlngthetrembloroffan. 8. i?>ecar p·atXed on lherood is trapped belKwn lonr.sA·des. 
cracked open, covered by debris or wiped out by land­
slides. He said two Bridgewater College students had to 
be airlifted out: one for asthma attacks and another for 
hyperthermia. Both, he noted, have recovered. 
The next day, Aeis and his students decided to hike 
out of the area. They struggled uphill fa eight kilometers 
(about five miles) through rain-soaked farmers' fields. 
"It was sad to see the devastation to the landscape 
and to the villages," he said. "Costa Rican National Police 
were our guides. Along the way, farmers helped take some 
on their ATVs." 
On Jan. 9, the group arrived at Vara Blanca where 
medics and Red Cross teams were assisting the needy. 
"The Costa Rican people and their government were 
very impressive in this crisis situation," Fleis said. '�fter 
being offered some bread, fruit and water, we hiked to a 
bus, where we were evacuated to the homes of our host 
families. 
"We learned," he continued, "that the park guide who 
helped us out of the jungle lost an unde and his entire 
home in the earthquake. The students, of their own voli­
tion, took up a collection and offered it to him in order to 
help feed his family and survive the next few days. Initially 
he refused, but I insisted on behalf of the group and forced 
the money into his pocket. 
"Once again," he continued, "this was an inspiring ex­
ample of how these students outshone all others who were 
trapped an the mountain during this aisis." Charles Culbertson iS drect:or of rnedio relations at fitldgEWJterCoNegeondedtor 
ofBrtigewater magazine. 
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-Popsicles and puberty, cola wars, comic book conventions. 
It's all fair game for one playwriting BC alumnus. 
n Bradley Walton's world, mwidane things like proms, popsicles and puppets are 
delightfully saambled with imaginary evil giraffes, extraterrestrials, Jedi knights 
and superheroes. Waltai - Star Wars devotee, comic book aficionado, coach, 
librarian, husband, father and Bridgewater alumnus - writes and pub lishes plays 
far the canmercial teenage market. "I wanted to be a writer," Walton says, and 
the first road he chose to take was comic books. That was his plan, at least, after graduat­
ing from Bridgewater College in 1994 with double majors in English and philosophy and 
religion. For seven and a half years, Walton tried to break into the comic book business, 
beginning with "inking," or what he thought of as glorified tracing. But inking takes 
years to learn, and his apparently easy entry into the 
comic book business was "dumb in retrospect," he 
says. 
So when a job opened up at Walton's former high 
school, Harrisonburg, he became a media librarian. As 
a high-school student, Walton had flrurished in drama 
and forensics. He had also honed several critical skills: 
: •1 want to write something •• 
: that many people will use."• 
: - Bradley Walton,'94 
"how to write good papers, how to type, and how to get up and do things," he says. Tal­
ent without a work ethic, he adds, is worthless. 
Shortly after joining the library staff in 2000, "three things happened," Walton says. 
"I was offered the forensics team, Stan Swartz (Walton's former drama coach) asked me 
to help with the musical, and would I be interested in directing a play? I had been his stu­
dent and I really missed the theater." 
Walton said yes. 
"Shakespeare scared and intimidated me," he s ays. But like any good superhero, 
Walton faced his fears head on by tackling The Tempest. Next he produced A M;dsummer N;ght's Dream, but not just any Midsummer. Walton's successful Star Wars-themed ver­
sion featured black lights and fairies in tie-dye. 
"It was Cara's idea," Walton says, quick to a edit his wife, also a Bridgewater alum­
nus. Cara Zimmerman Walton ('96) supports her husband's theatrical ventures. Writers 
have to think in a manner that is bow,dless and experimental. Cara encourages that in 
her husband, and in fact, is an indispensable part of the process. 
Following his success with Shakespeare, Walton again faced choosing a play to pro­
duce. "I've tried Shakespeare and I'm not dead," he remembers saying. Why not try the 
Bard's aaft? To his surprise, he was good at it. That year, Walton wrote and produced Monster Hunters. 
Mae plays followed, including The Bloody Attad, of the Evil, Demon;c; G;raffe 
Puppet, about Rupen, a serious teen filmmaker whose documentary degenerates into a 
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"cheesy, slasher movie," Walton explains. And 
there's Food on a St;ck, a comedy duet about 
popsides and puberty, and A Bottle of Cola, an 
amusing commentary on cola wars and life's 
comple::-cities. 
Walton's world is a little like Shakespeare's 
midsummer "play within a play." Writing plays 
is wrapped in his libr ary job."[ would never 
be able to do this without the rutlet at HHS. A 
lot of playwrights don't have that," he says. 
Walton and students form a rich symbiosis 
indeed. In fact, it is hard to imagine a play­
wright being any doser to his muses - teenag­
ers. He knows what they find interesting. Mix 
in Walton's freewheeling imagination and you 
have success. A glance at some of his many 
characters is illustrative: a militant vegan, 
• 
: "Half the world shops in the aisle • • • • • • • • • • • • 
that you only dream about in 
nightmares." - From C,onvention: 
Two [)aysofC,omicBooks Gone Bad, 
IJ'f Bradley Walton, '94 
Ft-OTOSIDJRIESVCfmA.a.EWJAJ.Tal 
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an obsessed fan of Japanese canic books, a 
caffeine junkie, a pro-wrestler, library ninjas, 
lepr echauns and an antisocial Goth. 
Walton's writing style is contemporary, 
sharp and boundless. He doesn't sugarcoat the 
lives of teenagers; instead, he channels them 
into characters with the larger-than�ife per­
sonalities the stage demands, while at the same 
time rendering candid portrayals of adolescent 
life. He conveys the parada< of teenagers: 
sardonic but caring, confident but terri6ed, 
cynical but optimistic. His characters feel as 
though they've just walked out of a classroom 
and given the audience a "high five." 
The playw
right's secret is authentic dia­
logue that is unafraid of a sar castic remark or a 
witty innuendo."[ seem to have this knack for 
dialogue. It comes really naturally to me," he says. While Walton replicates teen �peak well, he also can turn a dever phrase: "Half the world shops in the aisle that you only dream about in nighnnares," he wrote in Convent:·on:Two Days of Comfr; Books Gone Bad, his most successful play to date. Walton's themes represent an astonishing breadth of emotion and run the gamut from the absurd to the comic, from charming to disturbing. In Hollow, a young girl is abused by her father. When the father dies while sav­ing a life, he leaves behind "his emotionally shattered daughter to decide ifhe was more hero or monster, and if the pain he caused her should still matter," Walton writes. Much of Walton's success, says David Bur­ta1, an editor at Brodclyn Publishing, is his abil­ity to "be out there with his humor, but he has a great understanding of kids." Brooklyn's plays represent a tough market to write for. "You have to please the student and the teacher ... be on the cutting edge without being inappropri­ate," Burton says. Walta1 does that very well. "I like the fact that he has a lot of little kid in him. He uses that to his benefit. So few teachers have that talent," he adds. Walton credits some of his success to Bridgewater's drama department where both Waltons were active as students. During his freshman year, Bradley had the opportunity both to act and direct a play. "You don't get that in a huge theater department." He also credits theater professor emeritusRalph C. MacPhail Jr. "The single most crucial thing he did for me," Walton says, "was being there." Instead of being thrown into a large university theater program, he and Cara expe­rienced a nurturing drama department. "I got four years of great theater with Ralph." Walton's aeative process is fluid. "Mostly, I just sit down and write, just go with it. I can write plays rather quickly, in about ten days," he says. The results are impressive. Walton has written full-length plays, monologues, duets, one-act and three-act plays, plus short competition pieces. In addition to Brooklyn, Playscripts Inc. markets Walton's plays. Eleven have been published so far. Along with writing and producing plays, holding down two full time jobs ( Cara teaches world studies and geography), and raising their daughter, Rachel, the Waltons coach Harri­sonburg's forensics team. B. A. Gregg, district chair of the National Forensics League, has worked dosely with the couple in the Shenan­doah Faensics League. "Brad and Cara are a package," Gregg says. "They have been e:xcellent and essential in running every tour nament .... They do an 
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Blast from the Past: LEFT Oct. 14, 1993, clipping from the "Daily News-Record" showing Brad le; Walton (right) and Alexander Mac Ph ail portraying two men who reflect on the changes Communist repression has brought to Czechoslovakia in a scene from "Wenceslas Square," by Larry Shue The play was presented by Bridgewater College's Pinion Players. 
(Ralph MadJhail Jr. Collection, Special Collections, Alexander Mack Memorial Library) RIGHT: From 1993 Ripples· Bradley Walton (left) and Brent Hull act in the Pinion Players' winter production of "RIChard Cory" exceptional job in motivating students, equip­ping them with skills ... empowering stu­dents." The Waltons have been especially good at drawing in Hispanic students, a population generally underrepresented in forensics. At home, more inspiration surrounds Wal­ton. Bradley and Cara's home is awash with Star Wars memorabilia. One wall is covered with mint-condition action figures. A window shade sports a life-size portrait of Yoda. Every­thing seems to inspire the playwright who not only thinks outside of the box, but who crafts his own boxes. 22 BRIDGEWATER Walton's goal is to become a dramatist whose works are staged perennially. As a playwright, he says, "I'm much more creatively satisfied. I want to write something that many people will use." Bradley Walton is well on his way. In May, Convention will be performed at a North Carolina high school. The Waltons are considering going. Martha Graham is a freelance writer living in Harrisonburg, Va. 
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'' The real interview for my job was easier than any 
of the ones I had ,¥ith Chief Picerno.'' 
- Zachary Noah, ,08, a patrol offecerwith the Henrico County (Va.) Iblice DepartmetrtIf they get past Picerno, the exams can be a breeze ... s a new graduate of the Montgomery County (Md.) Police Department's training academy in January 2007, Alexander Kettering, '06, was allowed to select a fellow sworn law enforcement officer - an instructor, friend or family member - to pin on his police badge during the swearing-in ceremony. \'qhile many fellow graduates chose their fathers or favorite instructors fort he honor, Kettering chose Bridgewater College Chief of Police Nick P icerno, who had helped him navigate the lengthy application process and offered valuable insights about police work. "It's a symbolic gesture, in which we are officially of sworn status, and may assume all duties and responsibilities of a police officer," Kettering explains. "Nick helped me so much, I wouldn't have had it any other way." ► ► ► "They're not just exceptional students, they're exceptional individuals. It's my way of giving back to them all they've given to me." 
- BC Chief of Police Nick Pice mo
► Rcem0S(X'(OUndedbyst.udents. f+,ob)by�on>:,n�) 
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''Chief Picerno is an 
important asset, helping 
prepare us for a very 
competitive process. He's 
both knowledgeable and 
approachable." -Jeramey 
Ward, '09 
Llke Kettering, other Bridgewater students with an interest 
in police work are turning to Picerno, a veteran officer with
more than three decades of experience in law enforcement, for 
insider information about the field and how to break in. Aside 
from fulfilling his duties as one of two sworn police officers on 
campus, Picerno has become something of a career counselor 
for those who dream of following a similar career path. During 
his seven-year tenw-e at Bridgewater, Picerno estimates that 
he's helped place 25 graduates in law enforcement jobs at the 
local, state and federal levels. 
"I've become extremely fond of our students," says 
Picerno, who leads a seminar on campus each spring on how 
to become a police officer. "It's my way of giving back to our 
students sanething that, based on my career and background, 
may help them achieve what I have as a law enforcement of­
ficer." Demystifying the Application 
The first student to seek Picerno's assistance was Michael 
Day, '03, a former offensive lineman for the BC Eagles foaball team 
that advanced to the Stagg Bowl National Championship in 2001. 
Law enforcement always was an interest for Day, but he wasn't sure 
it was the right career choice. 
Day became acquainted with Picerno through his campus job 
as a resident assistant, and they often disaissed police work in 
passing. Anytime a serious problem requiring Picemo's inter­
ventiai came up in the residence halls, Day says he would 
observe the chief's actions and his approach to the issue. That 
helped him better understand the stressful demands of the job. 
"I learned from Chief Picerno how to do things the 
right way," says Day, who is now a patrol officer for 
the Prince William County (Va.) Police Department. 
"He's very thorough in what he does, and he 
doesn't leave any stone untw-ned." 
Fa- many aspiring police officers like Day and 
Kettering, just figuring out how to get started in 
the field can be daunting-particularly for those 
who don't know someone already working in the 
field. Picerno has become a valuable on-campus 
resow-ce for those students, Day says. 
Once a student makes a commitment to pw--
• LEF 1: Jerom"I Word, '09, IO&s w th 11: G>ie/ of foKce l>Kd: Rc,rno, who
helped Word preporeforhis//Mfenfora,men/<!!(om. Wor<t l<l>o majored
in psyd>ology and minored in airne and jQS t:i <R. passed hiS e:\'Qm and,
upon grodJot:ion in Mo/, a-wnuo w«k as on offia!r fortheChest.erfield 
Countj foKo,Deportment. 
sue a career in law enforcement and enlists Picerno's help, the chief devotes a significant amount of time guiding him or her through the application process. First he discusses with students what type of police work they would be interested in and encourages them to research the police departments and communities where they want to work. Next, he helps them complete the lengthy application and personal history statements, which usually are around 50 pages in length. A stickler for neat­ness, Picerno insists that students fill out the forms using a typewriter - a technological dinosaur many young adults of today's computer generation have never used. Picerno also spends hours conducting mock interviews with students, asking them the same kinds of questions they can expect when facing the "oral board," a panel of commanding officers who will interview law enforcement candidates. He helps them refine their answers to be truthful yet compelling, and encourages them to use "vocabulary that's indicative of their education" while exuding confidence. Doing so gives students practice in delivering "well thought-out and compre­hensive answers," Picerno says, "so they can speak well and maintain a position and not waver." "The real interview for my job was easier than any of the ones I had with Chief Picerno," says Zachary Noah, '08, a patrol officer with the Henrico County (Va.) Police Department. "The mock interviews were really tough because Chief Picerno was good at turning around everything I said, but that was just to help me practice thinking on my feet. That's what police work is - you have to make quick decisions and think under stress." Noah credits Picerno's mentoring with helping him land the job at Henrico, where he faced sub­stantial competition - nearly 1,200 hopefuls applying for 18 slots. "You really have to be top of the class," says Noah, for whom becoming a police officer fulfilled a lifelong dream. "Chief Picerno was great to work with. It would have been harder for me to get a job at Henrico without his help." 
Advice for Rookies Cop shows on television have given most of us a false impression of the reality of true police work. It's not all shoot 'em up action, and cases are rarely, if ever, solved in an hour, Noah says. In fact, during his 10-hour shifts, there might be just an hour of excitement, which usually pales in comparison to standards of television drama. One of Picerno's most important contributions to Bridgewater's aspiring police officers has been providing a reality check and a true picture of what law enforcement is about and the challenges they can expect on the job. Police often deal with society's most unsavory characters, and Kettering says that Picerno cau­tioned him to keep everything in perspective and maintain a positive outlook. The nature of the job causes many officers to become bogged down with negativity, Kettering adds, so Picerno encouraged him to maintain friendships beyond the law enforcement community. As Picerno's career advanced over the years, taking him from an entry-level position as patrol officer and moving to the ranks to become a chief of police in New Hampshire, he has learned the rewards of working closely with people - not just those who break the law, but also the general pub­lic and elected officials. "Community policing," he says, means that law enforcement officers need to be an integral part of the communities they serve. That's become even more important in his role as a campus police officer, where he has the opportunity every day to influence the lives of young adults. "It gives me great satisfaction that's born in the fact that I think a great deal of our students," says Picerno, who still keeps in touch with the students he's mentored. "They're not just exceptional stu­dents, they're exceptional individuals. It's my way of giving back to them all they've given to me." Karen Doss Bowman is a freelance writer living in Bridgewater, Va. 
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NOTES 
1965 
MILLER DAVIS of Westminster, Md., 
was presented the 2008 Dan West Fel­
low Award after20 years as ·a guiding 
force" for Heifer I ntemational and the 
Heifer Foundation in their mission of 
ending hunger and poverty. Heifer 
established the award to honor"those 
who have given of themselves to 
help the less fortunate of the world." 
From 7988 to 2001, Davis served 
on the board of directors for Heifer 
International and was elected to Heifer 
Foundation's board in 2001 until his 
second term ends in September 2009. 
In the early '70s, he became an em­
ployee of the Church of the Brethren 
General Board at the Brethren Service 
Center in New Windsor, Md. He retired 
in 1998 as manager of the denomina­
tion's Emergency Response/Service 
Min is tries. 
1967 
CHRIS LYDLE of Aiken, S.C., was hon­
ored in March with the PMA (Photo 
Marketing Association) Distinguished 
Service Award from the Worldwide 
Community of Imaging Assoctations. 
The award, which is based on career 
commitment and contributions to 
the imaging industry, was presented 
during the photo imaging industry's 
annual showcase of technology and 
innovation at the Las Vegas Conven­
tion Center. He is owner of Chris' Cam­
era. His wife, THELMA ESWORTHY 
LYDLE, Is also a member of the class 
of 1967. 
1969 
JIM COBB ofFront Royal, Va., has 
been appointed to a three-year term 
on the Lord Fairfax Community College 
Educational Foundation Inc. board. He 
recently retired after 38 years as an 
educator in Warren County. where he 
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taught math, served as a guidance di­
rector and was a supervisor of testing. 
NANCY HACOOD ORTH of Glouc­
ester, Va., retired in June 2008 after 
29 years of teaching U.S. history, 
government and world history at the 
elementary, middle and high school 
levels. She enJoys relaxing, being a 
grandmother, exercising and volun­
teering In the community and church. 
1974 
THE HON. RICHARD CLAYBRO OK 
has been appointed by the 2009 
Virginia General Assembly as a 26th 
General District Court judge. Previously 
he served as Deputy Rockingham 
County Commonwealth's Attorney. 
(Seepage 2) 
1975 
DR. DANIEL WAYNE METZLER and 
Gwendolynn Slavik were rnartied 
Dec. 2�. Daniel earned a Ph.D. frorn 
Emory University and is vice president 
and partner of Metzler Brothers 
Contractors. The couple lives in Mount 
Crawford. Va. 
1976 
BARBARA JO WARNER of La Vista. 
Neb .. completed a K-12 speoal educa­
tion master's degree endorsement 
at Dream University and Is working 
on performance coaching through 
Resource Realizations. 
1977 
DR. DALE BIRKLE DREER of Alex­
andria, Va., has been appointed chief 
of the Office of Scientific Review (OSR) 
at the National Center for Comple­
mentary and Alternative Medicine 
(NCCAM), a component of the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH). The office 
is responsible for the peer review of 
all grant applications assigned to 
NCCAM. She began her career with 
NCCAM's OSR in 2001 as a scientific 
review officer. Before Joining NIH, she 
was a professor in the Department of 
Pharmacology and Toxicology at West 
Virginia University. 
1978 
DAVE WOOD of Haymarket. Va., re­
tired in August 2008 after27years as 
an air traffic controller at Washington 
National Tower(Reagan), Washing­
ton Center and Potomac Tracon. He 
currently works with Raytheon as an 
air traffic control training consultant 
and a pp roach control instructor. He 
also retired from active fire service 
duty In Manassas, Va., after 30 years 
of service. 
1981 
JULIE CROFF HOLLENBERG of West­
minster. Md.. has become a national 
board certified teacher. The process 
requires a portfolio and a written test. 
Julie is in her 19th year of teaching 
vocal music at Hampstead Elementary 
School. 
1983 
VICKI LESTER MERCADANTE of For­
est, Va., earned a master of education 
degree from the University of Virginia 
in May 2008. She teaches in the Bed­
ford County Public Schools. 
1984 
BRAD NEHR of Bridgewater. Va., 
is founder of Emergency Prep, a 
business that provides professional 
emergency response training. Brad is 
a 30-year volunteer with the Bridge­
water Rescue Squad and Is a certified 
instructor of emergency medical 
technicians. 
1985 
DOUC ALLISON was nominated 
by President George W. Bush and 
confirmed by the U.S. Senate on Oct. 
8, 2008 as a career member of the 
Senior Foreign Service, United States 
of America. class of counselor. He is 
currently director of the Diplomatic 
Security Service's training academy 
in Washington, D.C. The Diplomatic 
Security Service is the law enforce­
ment and secunty arnr of the U.S. 
Department of State and the U.S. law 
enforcement agency with the largest 
presence globally. Doug will leave his 
current position in June for a  year of 
service as the senior secunty and law 
enforcement advisor to the ambassa­
dor at the American Embassy in Kabul, 
Afghanistan. 
ROBERT BATES of Bridgewater, Va., 
received the "Top Gun" award from the 
corporate office of Primary Residential 
Mortgage Inc. for the fourth consecu­
tive year. Robert and his offices in 
Harrisonburg, Fishersville and Elkton 
were recognized for being in the 30 
top producers in the country for 2008. 
JANET CLICK KLINE of Linville, Va., 
was named the 2009 Farm Woman of 
theYear by theVirginia Farm Bureau 
Federation. The honor is based on 
contributions to family, home. farm 
business, community and the state 
Farm Bureau. Janet serves as an am­
bassador for agriculture throughout 
the state. The 79-year-old runs a 96-
acre hay-and-pasture operation with 
two turkey houses that hold more 
than 16,000 birds. She also is chair of 
the Rockingham County Farm Bureau 
Women's Committee and serves on 
the Rockingham Farm Bureau board 
of directors. 
ASHLEY B .  SMITH of Midland, Va., 
has been promoted to president 
and COO ofSmith-Midland (Virginia) 
Corporation taking over the position 
that his father, RODNEY I. SMITH, 
a member of Bridgewater College's 
board of trustees, held since 1965. 
Rodney will remain CEO and chairman 
of the board for all Smith Delaware 
companies. Ashley has served as vice 
president of sales and marketing for 
the company since 1990 and as a 
director since 199t 
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CLASS OF 193 9 Front Row: Anna Garber Crist, CeneviEVe Harsh
Dixon, Mary Reed Rice, Miriam Blough Simpson, Leah Flora Zigler Row 2: Jacob S.Zigler; 
} .  H1ramliqler, Harlan M. Eye, Robert A. Miller 
:=--· --=--a --=--=-----=--= ---.:==.. 
CLASS OF 1944 Front Row: lreneSanderson8€ahm,M1nam
Rohrer Smith Ma,y Garber Jennings, Dorothy Phillips Re;ercomb 
Second row: Samuel Flora Jr., Hardema C/1cklKJler 
CLAS S OF 194 9 Front Row: Shirley PetcherWilkerson, Wanda
Martin Bowman. Nancy Layman Bertholf Row 2: Edgar A. Flora, Herman W Brubaker, 
Charles M. Sackett, Manlee Miller Sackett Row 3: Edgar F Wilkerson. E Harley Kline. 
A. Owen Shifflett, Donald L. Hilbert, Helen Emswiler Gangwer
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CLAS S OF 1 9 S 4 Front Row: Nancy Le e Hollar Whitmore,
JoyceDeBoltM1ller,AnneF,ysingerShifflet, Carolyn CarstDinst Row 2: Joan Myers 
Mason. Ma,y HookerWeybrKJht, Elizabeth Shaver Wray, Ma,y Lipscomb Ludwick, Martha 
Fur,y ReJChard Row 3: Harold WeybrKJht, Chester I. Bowman, Janet Carter Miller, 
Thomas Coffman 
CLASS OF 1964 FrontRow: CarolynFif-erSeilhamer,Donna
J. Carr, Judy Nolen Henneberger, Susan Frantz Clark,Judy Row Galang, Carolyn Johnson
Belt Row 2: Carson Good, Shirley Phillips Miller, Alice Hoffman MacPhail.Julie Fitzwater 
Swope, PatrJCia Sul/wan Good Row 3: Paul V Phibbs, Hobert H Harvey, Ronald I. Hylton, 
Daniel}. Myers, LarryR. Huffman Row 4: Norman KSulser, Lar,yC. Seilhamer, 
DelmerC. Botkin, C. Stephen King 
CLASS OF 1969 Front Row: JudyKavanaugh-Mmnick,}ane t
SimpsonlKJler, Nancy Evans Taylor, Marty Stover Barlow Row 2: Karen Muntain Dize, 
Carolyn E Ringgold, Bruce K Hart, Nina Miller Arnett, Byron Brill, Ina Fitzwater Baker 
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1992 
DR. REBECCA BARR SIMMONS 
received the Excellence in Undergrad­
uate Teaching Award at the University 
of North Dakota, Grand Forks, where 
she is assistant professor of biology. 
She also contributed to two chapters, 
"Evolution and Taxonomic Confusion 
in Arctiidae· and 'Adaptive Coloration 
and Mirn1Cry," in the book Tiger Moths 
and Woolly Bears: Behavior, Ecology 
and Evolution oftheArctlldaeedited 
by William E. Conner and published by 
Oxford University Press. 
1993 
SHANNON GLICK PUFFENBARGER 
and Patrick have a daughter, Olivia 
Glick, born Feb. 11. The family lives in 
Bridgewater, Va. 
In 2008, TIM WILSON achieved na­
tional board certification as a teacher 
in music/early and middle child­
hood. He is a rnusic teacher for Prince 
William CountySchools and works at 
Mary F. Williams Elementary School 
in Dumfries, Va. During the summer 
of 2008, he traveled to Mississippi, 
where he helped build two homes 
for Hurncane Katrina victims with 
members of Christ Lutheran Church in 
Fredencksburg, Va. 
1995 
CHRISTINA CORSON CHOJNACKI is 
a Pre-K teacher at Trinity Methodist 
Preschool. She is pursuing a master of 
elementary education degree at Liberty 
University. She and her husband, Darin, 
along with their two children, Hallie 
and Brody, live in Steelrnantown, N.J. 
1996 
DAN TUCKER and KATIE WILSON 
TUCKER, '98, have their fifth daugh­
ter, McKynl1e Hope, born April 21, 
2008. The family, which includes Kylie 
Shae, Braylie Faeth, Averie Grayce and 
Ernerie Joy, lives in Liverpool, N.Y. 
MISTI FULK WHEELBARGER and 
Kenny have a son, Cole Allen, born Jan. 
28. The family lives in Bndgewater, Va. 
1997 
ASHLEY BAIR HILL and JUSTIN 
HILL, '00, have a daugh ter, Kyrstin 
Renee, born Nov. 26. The family lives in 
Harrisonburg, Va. 
STACY BIELSKI HINKLE and SHANE 
HINKLE, '98, have a new son, Tanner 
Shane, born Jan. 1. The family, which 
includes two other sons, Brayden and 
Davis, lives In Linville, Va. 
KRISTA CARTER KIST and Ed have a 
son, Connor Jeffrey, born Sept. 22. The 
family lives in Hampton, Va., where 
Krista is a stay-at-home morn. 
KURT REBER bought and restored an 
1850s stone house, believed to be an 
old tollhouse, in Lovettsville, Va. Kurt 
is a laboratory technician forCovance 
Laboratories Inc. 
1998 
JODI SITES DEHAVEN and Brian 
have a daughter, Ashley Elizabeth, 
born Aug. 20. The family, which also 
includes a son, Logan, lives in North 
Olmsted, Ohio. 
SHANE HINKLE (see Stacy Bielski 
Hinkle, '97). 
KATIE WILSON TUCKER (see Dan 
Tucker,'96). 
1999 
JILL HUPP and Robert Hardesty were 
married Sept. 1, 2007. The couple lives 
in Woodbridge, Va. 
KRISTEN STOVENOU and Neal 
Smith were married July 5, 2008. 
Kristen teaches third grade at Balfour 
Elementary School in Asheboro, N.C. 
The couple lives in Lexington, N.C. 
2000 
JUSTIN HILL (see Ashley Bair Hill, '97). 
LESLEY MASON of Baltimore, earned 
a master's degree in library science 
from Clarion University in December. 
In August, she graduated from the 
Maryland Banking School. She Is a 
communications specialist with the 
Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond. 
2001 
JACELYN SPURRIER NORRIS and 
ALLEN NORRIS, '02, have a son, 
Cash Tanner, born Oct. 18. The family 
lives in Leesburg, Va. 
2003 
DEBORAH LAYNE MORGAN and 
Bnan Burke were married June 28, 
2008. Deborah teaches third grade for 
Augusta County Schools. The couple 
lives in Staunton, Va. 
2005 
MICHAEL BATEMAN and DR. MI­
CHELLE MILLER were rnanied June 
1�, 2008. Michael is manager of the 
Lafayette Country Club and Michelle 
earned her doctorate in ve tenna ry 
medicine from Ross University in Janu­
ary 2009. The couple lives In Lafayette, 
Ind. 
2006 
In August, BETH LAMM will begin 
a two-year position as a ;udicial law 
clerk for Judge Donald E. Beachley 
at the Circuit Court ofWashington 
County, Md. She will research case law 
and statutes, attend court and help 
to draft opinions and memoranda for 
court cases. 
a1Jrity/ewater i1t ;dutU11i1t" 
F P.13UCKLEY MOSS PRINT� "Bridgewater in Autumn," painted in fall 2008 by noted artist P. Buckley Moss, features 
three Bridgewater College landmarks -
Memorial Hall, Flory Hall and the McKinney 
Center for Science and Mathematics. 
30 BRIDGEWATER Prints may be purchased for $125, plus sales tax and ship ping, through the online store at www.BridgewaterAlumni.com (you do not need to be a member in order to make a purchase). Contact the Office of College Relations at 540-828-5680 for more in formation.
Maybe it's time to consider the stability of a Bridgewater College Charitable Gift Annuity. 
If you're tired of riding the financial markets roller 
coaster and are looking for a worry-free fixed 
return. a Bridgewater Coll ege Charitable Gift 
Annuity may be right foryou. Annuities provide 
stability, assur ance and competitive  rates of
return in these turbulent ti mes. You may even 
qualify for a generous charitable tax deduction! 
Lock in stable, c ompetitive financial returns with 
a Bridgewater College Charitable Gift Annuity 
today, then head to the amusement parkfor your 
exdtement. 
AITTODAY - Rates may drop September 1, 2009 ! 
One-Lile Annuity Two-Lile Annuity 
AGE RATE AGE RATE 
60 ............................. 5.0% 60& 60 .................... 4.6% 
65 ............................. 5.3% 65&65 .................... 4.9% 
70 ............................. 5.7% 70&70 .................... 52% 
75 ............................. 6.3% 75& 75 .................... 5.6% 
80 ............................. 11% 80&80 .................... 61% 
85 ............................. 81% 85&85 .................... 10% 
90& ov.r ................ 9.5% 90& 90 .................... 83% 
YOU MAY WISH TO CONSULT YOUR FINANCIAL ADVISOR PRIOR TO MAKING A GIFT. 
For more information on how you may benefit from charitable gilt 
ail.:E(3E annuities, please contact John Hipps, '84, Executive Director of Development, 
mi. al"'- I llffllllllilyef_.11111 by email at ihipps@bridgewoter.edu or by telephone at 540-828-5759.
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2007 
RACHEL JENKINS BRANT received three 
Washington Newspaper Publishers Associa­
tion Better Newspaper Contest awards. She 
won first place for a business story, 'From 
Cleaning Rags to Riches: about a local 
woman's rise to ownership of a property 
management company. She also took first 
place 1n the neW"S of the weird category for her 
story, "Ferry-riding Dog's Travels Come to an 
End: about a dog who was caught riding on 
a Washington State ferry repeatedly without 
his owner in May 2007. She also was a f1nal1st 
for News Writer of the Year for her portfolio of 
work consisting of five stories. She has been a 
news writer for the Central Kitsap Reporter and 
Bremerton Pat not for two years. She and her 
husband, Justin, live in Silverdale, Wash. 
CHANCE DOBBS and JESSICA YOUNG 
were married July 19. Chance is employed as 
a conservation police officer by the Virginia 
Department of Game and Inland Fisheries. 
Jessica is pursuing a doctorate in physical 
therapy at Virginia Commonwealth University. 
The couple lives in Glen Allen, Va. 
RYAN CLOVER and Tammi Floyd were 
married Oct. 18. Ryan is employed by Virginia 
Dominion Power. The couple lives in Stuarts 
Draft, Va. 
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2008 
TIFFANY R. BRADLEY and Chris Blume were 
marned Aug. 2. Tiffany is a pharmacy techni­
cian at Union Pharmacy. The couple lives in 
Sinks Grove, WVa. 
SCOTT BRIDCEFORTH and KIRBY GREEN 
were married June 7. The couple lives in 
Victoria, Va. 
FAITH ELLIOTT and TIM WATERHOUSE 
were married Aug. 2. The couple lives in Twen­
tynine Palms, Calif. 
DONALD JAMES MILLER and Megan Janelle 
Cnder were married Oct.�- Donald works at 
Sheetz in Harrisonburg, Va., and Domino's 
Pizza. The couple lives in Broadway, Va. 
BENJAMIN MITCHELL SHIRKEY and MOR­
CAN NICOLE SHOWALTER were married 
Oct. 18. The couple l ives in Harrisonburg, Va. 
CHELSEA SPADE has undertaken a Brethren 
VolunteerService assignment with Casa de 
Esperanza de los Ninos in Houston. Casa de 
Esperanza is a rns1s intervention agency 
created to prevent chi ld abuse and neglect by 
providing residential care for children. 
One for the Books 
◄ As part ofa project for his creatiVe 
writing class, Andrew Cath/in, '09, wrote 
a letter to his mother, Zena. honoring 
her for raising-alone-four children 
and putting them through college. The 
letter became a 180-page book, "Your 
Life Through MyEyes,"which Cathlin 
published without the knowledge ofh1s 
mother Just before Cathlin graduated 
with his class on May 17, he presented 
his mother with the book in a surprise 
ceremony in President Phillip C Stone's 
office. Said Cath/in.· "How do you thank 
someone for giVing you their life, so you 
can have a chance to live a better one? 
The answer· I want to live my life that her 
sacrifice will not be in vain." 
(Photo byTomrnyThompson) 
BridgewaterCollege­
Setting the Pace 
Since Bridgewater College was founded 
in 1880, much has changed in higher 
education. We have kept-and often 
set-the pace. At the same time, we have 
held on to our cherished values such as 
academic quality, a sense of community 
and developing the whole person. 
Bridgewater has educated generation 
after generation of active, engaged 
citizens of the world. 
Together, you and other Bridgewater 
alumni, parents and friends have 
helped our students achieve success. 
Please continue investing in our 
students through your gift to the 
Bridgewater Fund. 
BRIDGEWATER 
��/ 
For more information or to make a gift, 
visit us on line: www.bridgewater.edu/give 
MEMORIALS 
VIOLA GAY MATHIAS SMITH, '28, 
of Winchester, Va., died March 13, a t  
the age of 101. She received a teaching 
certificate from Shepherd College 
and taught school for several years. 
Later, with her husband, she owned 
and operated the Dairy Corner Frozen 
Custard in Frederick County. She at­
tended Calvary Church of the Brethren, 
where she taughtSundaySchool for 
many years and was a member of the 
Church of the Brethren Women's Fel­
lowship. She was also a member of the 
Fredenck County Homemakers Club 
for over 50 years, serving as president 
at age 96. Among her survivors is a 
daughter, LINDA SMITH CAMPER, 
'58, of Rutherfordton, N.C., and a 
son, ERNESTF. SMITH JR., '61, of 
Broadway, Va. 
DR. PAUL HOOVER BOWMAN, '34, 
of Lenexa, Kan., died Dec. 5 of vascular 
dementia. He was 94. He earned 
a bachelor's degree from Crozer 
Seminary In Philadelphia, a master's 
degree from the University of Pennsyl­
vania and a Ph.D. from the University 
of Chicago. He served a two-year tour 
of duty in Spain following the Spanish 
Civil War providing clothing and food 
relief to refugees both in Spain and 
France. He and his wife, the former Ev­
elyn Stouffer, were involved in projects 
in Ecuador, Bolivia, Puerto Rico, Brazil 
and Bangladesh. He dedicated his life 
to applying social and psychological 
research to practical problems. In 
1981, he retired as executive director 
of the Institute forCommun1ty Studies, 
a social research arm of the University 
of Missouri at Kansas City. In addition 
to his wife, among his survivors is a 
sister, GENE BOWMAN JOHNSON, 
'45, of Durham, N.C. 
DR. WILLIAM J. "BILL" ANDES, '35, 
of Elon, N.C., died Jan. 26, at the age 
of 93. He graduated from Elon College 
and received a bachelor of divinity 
degree from Duke Divinity School. 
He was awarded an honorary doctor 
of divinity degree from Elon College 
in 1958. He was a retired ordained 
ministerwith the United Church of 
Christ and was a member and pastor 
emeritus of Elon Community Church. 
As a pastor he served Happy Home 
Christian Church, Hank's Chapel 
Congregational Chnsttan Church, 
Pfafftown Congrega tional Christian 
Church, Parkway Christian Church and 
Elon Community Church. He served as 
conference minister of theSoutheast 
Conference of the United Church of 
Christ from 1966 to 1980. His first wife, 
Carey, ts deceased. He is survived by 
his second wife, Lucile. Also among his 
survivors is a brother, the REV. MARK 
ANDES, '44, of Burlington, N.C. 
MARY MINNICK MILLER, '35, of 
Newport News, Va., died March 14, fol­
lowing a brief illness. She was 94. She 
and her late husband, Braden, raised 
thet r th ree sons on a da try farm. A 
former teacher, she never lost her love 
of learning. She en Joyed traveling and 
took numerous trips abroad including 
visiting England and Holland. She was 
known for serving others by making 
Brunswick stew for Yorktown Day, col­
lecting goods forthe poor or helping 
her church family at St. Mark Lutheran 
Church. 
ETHEL PRITCHETT KINTNER, '37, of 
Maryville, Tenn., died April 16, a t  the 
age of 95. The mother of four children, 
she gave her vitality and energy to 
her church, the children's schools and 
her community. In 1987 she and her 
husband, Dr. Elgin P. Kintner, started a 
chapter of the Alliance for the Mentally 
Ill, and she was a member of the First 
Families of Tennessee. Kintner was 
the granddaughterofREUEL B. 
PRITCHETT, '11, Daleville, for whom 
the museum at Bridgewater College 
is named. 
RUBY MAYE MORRIS, '38, of 
Stanardsville, Va., died Jan. 21, at the 
age of 93. After attending BC, she 
moved to Roanoke, Va., where she 
worked forShenandoah Life Insurance 
Company. She attended Central United 
Brethren Church where she kept the 
nursery for over 30 years. She also 
spent many hours visItIng the elderly. 
Seven years ago, she moved back to 
Stanardsville and attended Stanards­
ville United Methodist Church. 
MILDRED "BEE" HITE MAY, '39, of 
Broadway, Va., died Feb. 15, following 
a brief illn ess. She was 90. In addition 
to working on the family farm, she 
taught math for about 15 years. She 
was a founding board member of 
the Broadway Village Library and was 
instrumental in establishing the Plains 
District Memoria I Museum. She played 
the pipe organ at the Timberville 
Church of the Brethren. 
DR. HOWARD N. MILLER, '39, of 
Gainesville, Fla., died Aug. 15, 2006. 
CLASSNOTES 1lftft 
R. EUGENE OCKER, '39, of Mau­
gansville, Md., died Nov. 22, at the age
of 90. He retired in 1981 after 41 years
of service as a chemist at Fairchild Air­
craft in Hagerstown, Md. He attended 
Maugansville Bible Brethren Church. 
FRANCES CRUMPACKER SOLEN­
BERGER, '39, of Charlestown, W.Va., 
died May 7, 2007. Among her survivors 
is a brother, DR. EDGAR L. CRUM­
PACKER, '38, of Chester, Conn. 
RACHEL DRIVER THRASHER, '39, of 
Kensington, Md., died Feb. 20, of com­
plications from Alzheimer's disease. 
She was 90. She earned a nursing 
degree from Rockingham Memorial 
Hospital in Harrisonburg, Va. Follow­
ing her marriage in 1946, she became 
a Navy wife with postings in Cairo, 
Bethesda, San Diego and Yokosu ka, 
Japan. The couple bought a home in 
1958 in Kensington and worked at the 
National Institutes of Health retinng 
in 1978. She was an active member 
of Chevy Chase Christian Church. She 
enJoyed competitive ballroom dancing 
and was an accomplished pianist. For 
31 years, she, along with her husband, 
volunteered every Friday night at the 
Kennedy Center. 
CLASS OF 1959 Front Row: Joanne Mullendore Coulson, Lois Hartman Webb, Mary Edith
Lease Hallock, Leann Myers Cloud, Carolyn Yates Seidel, Loyce Guy Hayslett Row 2: Garry Rur,ert, Violet Siron Cox, Peggy 
Brubaker Webster, Ruth Wichael Wil liams, Mary Jo Sheets Mitchell, Lois Huffman Quesenberry Row 3: Def ores  Hilbert 
Simmons, Ruth Ann Holman Garrigan, Margaret Wampler Thomason, Lavonne Ikenberry Grubb, Iva Brubaker Lam, 
Christine Miller Cole,} Ken K line Row 4: Thomas 'Jerry"Wright, Ralph L. Beard,Joseph Quesenberry Joseph Heatwole, 
Jerry M. Wampler Row 5: Thomas D Myers, John R. Garber, RJChard C Gordon, Lindsay C Woolfolk/r,, Jimmy R. Ross, 
J Douglas Wenger, D. Eugene Wampler, Ronald I. Cox,James G, Simmons, Joseph L. Kinz,eJr, John L. Kime 
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MARGARET ELIZABETH WEST, '39, 
of Belle Glade, Fla., died Feb. 7, at the 
age of 85. A first-grade school teacher, 
she taught for over �O years. She was 
an active member ofCommunity 
United Methodist Church and sang 
in the choir. She also served as a Pink 
Lady at Glades General Hospital for 
many years after she retired. Among 
her survivors is a brother, GEORGE A. 
WEST, '51, of Belle Glade, and a sister, 
V. RUTH WEST, '48, of Woodridge, 111. 
EVA LEE KINDIG APPL, '40, of 
Waynesboro, Va., died Jan. 5, at the 
age of 89. She earned a master's 
degree in religious education from 
Bethany Theological Seminary and 
was a lifelong member ofMount 
Vernon Church of the Brethren. She is 
survived by her husband of 59 years, 
Henry. Also among her survivors are 
two daughters, LEANNA KINDIG 
WHITMORE, '74, of Charlottesville, 
Va., and CHRISTINE APPL-WALSH, 
'76. of Staunton, Va. 
HATTIE IKENBERRY DIVERS, '41, of 
Callaway, Va., died Nov. 25, at the age 
of 89. She taught at Callaway School 
for over 30 years. 
MARGARET SEESE DEAN, '43, of 
Oakland, Md., died Jan. 29, at the age 
of 88. She was retired from teaching 
at Northern Middle School in Accident, 
Md. She was a charter member of Oak 
Park Church of the Brethren, where 
she served on the board. She also 
directed the choir, was an organist 
and pianist, served as Vacation Bible 
School director, taught Sunday school 
and was active in the Women's Fel­
lowship. She was a member of Garrett 
County Choral Society and Garrett 
County Historical Society. Among her 
survivors are two daughters, DIANNE 
DEAN ANDERSON, '77, of Oakland, 
Md., and JULIA ANN DEAN UMBEL, 
'76, of Friendsville, Md.; and two sis­
ters, SYLVIA SEESE BIEBER, '47, of 
Whitehall, Pa., and PATRICIA SEESE 
HEINEY, '49. of Reamstown, Pa. 
WARREN RALPH GRAHAM, '43, 
of Stone Mountain, Ga., died Jan. 27, 
at the age of 88. He graduated from 
Wartburg Seminary in Dubuque, 
Iowa, with a B.D. in parish ministry. 
He served as an ordained minister in 
the American Lutheran Church/Evan­
gelical Lutheran Church in America 
for 61 years. He served 30 years with 
the U.S. Federal Bureau of Prisons 3.4 BRIDGEWATER as a chaplain in Florida, New York, Oklahoma, Colorado and Indiana. He also was administrator of religious services of the S.E. Region. In 1981, he began as executive proJect director of the American Protestant Correctional Chaplains Association and served the Southeastern Synod as an interim pastor for several years following his off1c1al retirement. His first wife, Eliza­beth, passed away due to cancer. He Is survived by his second wife, Betsy. OMER M. LONG SR., '43, of Hagerstown, Md., died Jan. 12, at the age of 87. After attending Bridgewater College, he earned a B.S. degree in mechanical engineering from George Washington University. He served in the U.S. Navy dunngWorld War II and worked as a mechanical engineer for.various corporations. including Fairchild and Pangborn. He held nu­merous patents and retired as general manager of research and develop­ment from the U.S. Postal Service in 1986. In retirement, he volunteered at Fahrney-Keedy Home and Village for more than 20 years. A genealo­gist, he researched and published books on the Long, Si fer and Fahrney families. He was honored in 2008 by the Board of County Commissioners of Washington County with the john Frye Historical Preservation Award. He was a lifelong member of the Church of the Brethren, most recently worshiping with the Downsville congregation. He Is survived by his wife of 62 years, Gwendolyn. Also among his survivors is a daughter, KAROL LONG HOTTLE, '70, of Winchester, Va., and a son, OMER MCCLELLAN LONG JR., '73, of Mount Crawford, Va. DR. EARL ROYER, '41, of Sahsbury, Md., died Nov. 16. After graduating from Johns Hopkins University, he earned a medical degree from the University of Maryland School of Medi­cine. After completing his residency at Bon Secours Hospital in Baltimore, he served as a U.S. Army surgeon in orthopedics and OB-GYN from 19�5-19�7. He then set up private practice in Catonsville, Md., and worked as a surgeon at Bon Secours and St. Agnes hospitals. He also served as the assistant medical examiner for the state of Maryland. He accepted a general surgery preceptorship with Dr. Lee Rademaker in 1950and moved to Salisbury, taking over the practice upon Rade maker's death in 195�. He served as a U.S. Army captain in Korea from 1951 until 1953. He returned to Salisbury and continued his private practice and general surgery at Penin­sula General Hospital, now Peninsula Regional Medical Center, until his retirement in 1985. He and his wife of 68 years, Beverly, recently moved to Cincinnati, to be closer to family. MYRON E. HOSAFLOOK JR., '42, of Harrisonburg, Va., died Dec. 17, at the age of 91. He was an auto salesman and a member of Otterbein United Methodist Church. He is survived by his wife, Clarissa. WILLIAM C. SUTER, '42, of Bridgewater, Va., died Dec. 30, at the age of 87. He served in the Army Air Force during World War II and, upon his release in 19�5, he Joined his father and grandfather in business at Suter's Cabinet Shop Inc. He became president of the business in 1982. He was a member of St. Michael's United in Chnst Church. He is survived by his wife, the former KATHLEEN W. HUMBERT, '45, of Bridgewater. FLETCHER POPE JR., '47, of McLean, Va., died Jan. 23. He earned a master's degree from the University of Maryland and attended Columbia University's Russian Institute. During World War II he was a naval aviator. He worked for the Department of Agricul­ture as an agricultural economist. Dur­ing 1955-57, he served as the assistant agricultural attache at the Amencan Embassy in Moscow. He retired from the Department of Agriculture in 1979 and for.almost 12years operated a consulting firm analyzing current de­velopments in the Soviet agricultural situation. He is survived by his wife, Mary. Also among his survivors is a sister. ANNA MAE POPE WILL, '45. of Bridgewater, Va. THE REV. SAMUEL N. SMITH, '51, of Falls Church, Va., died Nov. 16, of pancreatic cancer. He was 80. He earned a master"s degree in pastoral counseling from New York University. He was a retired Nazarene minister who had served Nazarene churches in Charlottesville and Spring Creek, Va .. and Valley Stream. N.Y., before moving to Chicago in 1961, where he was minister for a church on the city's South Side and was involved in civil rights activities. From 1965 to 1976, he served as pastor of First Church of the Nazarene in Danville, Ill. He moved to the District of Columbia in 1976 to become pastor of the First Church of the Nazarene on 16th Street. He served the congregation, now called the Mosaic Church of the Nazarene, until his retirement in 1991.  In retire­ment, he served as pastor for a year at the Lambs Club, a New York church of actors, models and opera singers that met in a Manhattan theater and ministered to the p::,or and homeless. He was the founder of the Washing­ton-based Williamson Bible Institute, affiliated with the Nazarene Bible College in Colorado Springs, Colo. His first wife, Evelyn, died in 1992. He is survived by his second wife, Clara. WILBERT C. ECHARD JR., '55, of Ruckersville, Va., died Dec. 29, at the age of 81. He served in the U.S. Army Second Division in Korea from 1950-1951. For many years, he owned and operated the Western Auto Store in Harrisonburg, Va. He then owned and operated the Wolftown Cash and Carry in Wolftown, Va. Later in life, he owned an antique business in Ruckersville, Va., and worked part-time at the Shelby (Va.) Market. He was an active member of the Westover United Methodist Church. SUE KINNAMON KIRCH, '73, of Newark, Del., died Jan. 28, at the age of 57. She was a member of Ebenezer United Methodist Church and a member of the church's Naomi Circle. She also volunteered at Etta J. Wilson Elementary School. She is survived by her husband, Ira. JAMES C. FORSYTH, '58, of Staun­ton, Va., died Feb. 2, at the age of 72. Following service with the U.S. Army, he I01ned the Marine Corps Reserve. He was employed with the Virginia Department of Highways for 18 years and was later the owner ofT nangle Appraisal Co. He was a member of Calvary Baptist Church. An avid hunter and fisherman, he also enIoyed golf­ing. He is survived by his wife of 53 years, Mary Annis. Also among his survivors are two daughters, CONNIE FORSYTH, '80, of Staunton, Va, and JAMIE FORSYTH GRAVES, '93, of Fredericksburg, Va. GEORGE R. IRVIN JR., '58, of Edinburg, Va., died Dec. 4, at the age of 7 3. After serving two years in the U.S. Army, he completed a course in wholesale management at the 
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Wharton School of Finance at the 
University of Pennsylvania. He then 
entered the family business, Irvin Inc. 
with his father and retired after 2S 
years of service. He was a member of 
St. Paul's United Church in Christ and 
served as past president of the Church 
Consistory. He was past president of 
the Massanutten Military Academy 
Foundation Boa rd. He was one of the 
organizing directors of the Mara-
thon Bank and its holding company, 
Premier Community Bankshares, 
which Is now United Bankshares of 
Charleston, W.Va. He is survived by his 
wife, Martha. 
VELMA JO CLINCENPEEL STAN­
TON, '59, of Ch listiansburg, Va., 
died Feb.�- After attending BC, she 
graduated from nursing school at the 
Medical College of Virginia. She served 
as a massage therapist for over 12 
years. She went to church at Unity of 
Roanoke Valley, and became a licensed 
Unity teacher, and was also a pnest in 
the Order of Melchizedek. She enJoyed 
traveling, both In the US and abroad. 
Among her survivors is a brother, 
CLENN LLOYD CLINCENPEEL, '53, 
of Boones Mill, Va. 
EDWARD T. VAN LEAR, '63, of 
Christiansburg, Va., died Nov. 28, fol­
lowing a long illness of chronic kidney 
disease. He taught history for several 
years at Clifton Forge High School 
before moving to Christiansburg In 
1976. He is survived by his wife of�� 
years, Lillian. 
CALVIN DANIEL SHEFFER, a freshman communication studies maJor at Bridgewater College, died on Dec.�- He was 22. Magnetic and 
adventurous, his pursuits were fueled by his thirst for life, intrigue and compassion. 
Sheffer demonstrated the ability to explore personal limits and cultivate lasting fnendships. An active member ofVenturing Crew 30, he 
achieved Eagle Scout and shared his passion for adventure as High-Adventure assistant director at Camp Shenandoah Boy Scouts of America 
in Swoope, Va. 
Dnven by a love of the outdoors he shared with his father, Curtis, he grew up sk11ng, hiking, canoeing, rock climbing, caving, backpacking 
and camping. His zeal for snowooarding was unrivaled. 
His unique view of the world, expressed through his photography, creative writing and Journaling served as an inspiration to his fr iends. 
In addition to his father, he Is survived by his mother, DEBRA LINK SHEFFER, '80, of Mount Sidney, Va. Also among his survivors are 
grandparents, DON, '54, and NANCY MOORE LINK, '57, of Mount Sidney. 
MATTHEW DAVID MCCUICAN SHOBE, a freshman at Bridgewater College, died Dec. 20 from injuries sustained in an automobile 
accident. He was 19. A graduate of Fort Defiance High School, he attended Blue Ridge Community College before coming to Bridgewater. He 
was maJoring in health and exercise science. 
He was a member ofSummit Church of the Brethren and was employed by Copper Beach Town homes of Harnsonburg. Va. 
Shobe was exceptionally fond of nature. His favonte pastimes included camping with family and friends, hunting and fishing, the shooting 
sports, and listening to and playing music. He also en1oyed tubing on the river and working on cars. His kind, loving and gentle spirit, his 
outgoing ways and infectious smile brought JOY to everyone who knew him. 
He is survived by his parents, Anne McGuigan and DWICHT DAVID SHOBE, '72, of Bridgewater, Va. 
Keep up with your former classmates by sending us your 
news. Share career and address changes, promotions, 
awards, marriages, births, retirements, etc. Reunion and 
group photos welcome. 
Name:------------------------ Class:--------
Photos submitted via e-mail must be high resolution ;peg or tiff 
images. 
Mail the form at nght to: 
OFFICE OF ALUMNI RELAT IONS 
Box 40, Bridgewater College 
Bridgewater, VA 22812-1599 
Or, e-mail your news to: 
alumnews@bridgewater.edu 
(please include maiden name) 
Spouse's Name: _____________________ BC class: ______ _ 
Address: ______________ City:------ State:_ Zip: ___ _ 
Home Phone: _____________ E-mail address: ____________ _ 
Occupation/Title:------------ Business Name: ____________ _ 
Address_· ______________ City: _______ State:_ Zip: ____ _ 
Business phone: ________________ _ 
Please spell out abbrevl(]t1ons. n>DAV'S DATE: _/_/_ SPRING I SUMMER 2009 35 
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This photo of a June 3, 1951, fire that destroyed the physics lab at Bridge­water College was taken by senior Robert Breckwoldt of Brooklyn, N.Y. 
At the point this photo was taken, the physics 
lab was nearly gone and firemen were throwing 
water on Wardo Hall, which was saved from any 
noticeable damage. 
The loss was estimated at $30,000, most of 
it covered by insurance. To meet laboratory and 
classroom needs created by the fire, temporary 
facilities were established in North Hall Annex. 
As a result of the fire, plans were formulated 
to break ground on a new science building in the 
spring of 1952. The three-story, 56 x 200-foot 
structure - today known as Bowman Hall - cost 
nearly $400,000 to build. It was dedicated fol­
lowing the College's commencement ceremony 
on June 1, 1953. ◄ cc
(BELOW) Bowman Hall 
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A Capital Suggestion 
Experience the history, grandeur and charm of the capitals of Eastern Europe 
with BC alumni and friends. Prof W Steve Watson will accompany as tour 
director. 
Highlights include. 
• Germany, Poland, Czech, Hungary, Austria
• Seeing Krakow and enjoying a concert in Vienna
• Touring Budapest, Vienna and Prague
• Exploring Berlin and Potsdam
If you would like to participate in this trip, contact the Office of Alumni 
Relations at 540-828-5451. For details or information on this and other 
upcoming excursions, visit www.bridgewater.edu/alum ni-travel. 
The cost, approximately $4,200 per person, plus tax, includes roundtrip airfare from 
Washington D.C, accommodations, private tours, breakfasts, six dinners, and more. 
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PERIODICAL POSTAGE 
PAID 
AT BRIDGEWATER AND 
ADDITIONAL OFF ICES 
MARK YOUR CALENDARS AND PLAN TO COME 
HOME TO YOUR ALMA MATER, BRIDGEWATER 
COLLEGE. ''YOUR BRIDGE FOR LIFE!" 
Come home to Bridgewater College on Oct. 16-18 for Homecoming, the perfect opportunity for all 
alumni to reconned with old friends and make new 
ones. Whether you graduated in the past few years or 
decades ago, Bridgewater College is your sdiool and 
Homecoming is your chance to reconnect. Regardless 
of whm and what you studied while you were 
here, we hope you will join in this year's festivities. 
Homecoming 2009 is filled with opportunities to 
celebrate what makes Bridgewater College a special 
place and to reminisce with your flilow classmates. 
Homecoming has something for everyone! 
Visit www.bridgewater.edu/ alumni ibr mo� inbnna6on or call the 
Office of Al.imni Relatbns at 540-828-5451 or l!l)()-476-4289, ext. 5451. 
Highlights of Homecoming Weekend include: 
ChssReunbnPtnicbrC/assesof1974, 1979, 1984, 1989, 1994, 1999,and 2004· 
Ho�coming Festiv11I a family-tiendlyevent with live must, artisans, cotton candy, baNoons, 
face painting,give-aways br the kids,a moon bounce and Otbotron ride. •Parade• Pep Rally, 
Bonfire and Fireworks• FootbaN ga� vs. Guilibrd • Alumni and friends golf tourna�nt • H:111
of Fame Banquet 
